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John Robbins
Rationale for “Opening Up” Opening Paragraph Exercise
The inspiration for this idea came from the students themselves. Before submitting an 
essay draft, I had asked them to write on the back o f the draft some areas that they would like us 
to focus on during an upcoming conference. I noticed that several students requested extra help 
in writing an introduction, and some uncertainty with what this might look like. Although we 
had read the chapter on “Openers” from John Trimble’s Writing with Style: Conversations on the 
Art o f Writing, and in conjunction workshopped the opening paragraphs o f a previous essay as a 
class, I saw that it might be helpful to target the introduction in another way. Additionally, I 
wanted to present the material in a way that came off the page to make the content o f the essay 
“real” to them in order to engage different learning styles, and make their interaction with the 
material more robust. I realized that writing introductions is for me a very visual process; I often 
imagine spreading out each paragraph before me, distilling their main points, and walking 
through the argument in its simplest form. I try to present a roadmap o f my argument—laying 
out its twists and turns for the reader upfront, as well as its ultimate destination. As such, each 
step o f my argument is represented in the introduction, in roughly the order in which it appears in 
the essay. In trying to replicate this process to my students, I realized that I would need a more 
visual method for them to communicate their ideas. The “Opening Up” exercise had students 
take an essay for which they had just completed a draft and place foe opening paragraph on one 
side o f a page, and foe topic sentence o f each paragraph from that essay on foe other. They then 
colored foe text o f each o f their topic sentences a different color, and attempted to color-code foe 
sentences o f their introduction which coiresponded to their topic sentences (foe exercise was e- 
mailed to them so that they would be able to color foe text easily within a text document).
Ideally, these should roughly line up, and follow foe same order. The students then brought two 
copies o f foe completed exercise to class: one in color, and one in black-and-white. They peer 
reviewed foe black-and-white version for clarity and foe extent to which foe introduction 
accurately presented foe argument o f foe essay, then shared their color versions to show how 
their peers’ ideas o f foe structure accorded with their own. The “unveiling” at foe end was very 
dramatic -  they responded to it enthusiastically, and were genuinely interested in seeing how 
well their versions synched up with those o f their peers.
While emphasizing that this technique is not the only way to produce a good 
introduction, I was able to show that an essential function of foe introduction is to give foe reader 
a clear guide to foe essay, and that if  a point is worth making in foe body of foe paper, it is worth 
telling your reader about beforehand. Additionally, foe peer-review component allowed students 
to become aware that their own perceptions o f how well foe introduction mapped out foe 
argument are not always so readily visible to others, and that they sometimes need to actively 
work to make foe shape o f their argument clear.
This exercise built on an earlier assignment in structuring an essay using topic sentences 
that foe class had completed several weeks beforehand, which had students take foe topic 
sentence o f each paragraph from a recent essay draft and put them together on one page to see 
their argument at a glance. (That assignment was foe winner of foe Knight Institute’s award for 
writing exercises and handouts in foe Spring semester o f 2010.) This assignment would be easily
integrated into virtually any Freshman Writing Seminar: the advice it provides about structure is 
important for any clear expository writing, and it takes a very small amount o f time on the 
students’ part, since they have already written the relevant material. Several students approached 
me after the class in which we completed this activity and said that this technique fit their 
learning style especially well, and that it had given them a new way to conceive o f their writing.
When I next use the assignment, I will make the peer-review component more visually 
based and parallel in structure to the first part o f the assignment by distributing highlighters of 
different colors to the class, and then having them highlight corresponding areas o f the argument 
using the same color. This will help them to visually map out their partner’s argument in the 
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“Opening Up” Peer Review
Hus part o f the exercise is meant to help you see the many ways that different people can interpret 
the same argument.
1. Looking at the black-and-white versions in front o f you, draw arrows right to left, from the 
topic sentences to the parts o f  the introduction to which you feel they best correspond (if any).
2. When you are done, have your partner show you his/her color version.
3. Look at how the versions align. Describe:
a. How are your conceptions o f the argument different than your partner’s?
b. How are the versions the same?
c. D o you feel that the introduction does a good job preparing the reader for the rest o f  
the essay? Are crucial points omitted, or minor points focused on for too long? 
Would you recommend revisions?
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“Opening Up” Peer Review
This part o f the exercise is meant to help you see the many ways that different people can interpret 
the same argument
1. Looking at the black-and-white versions in front o f you, draw arrows right to left, from the 
topic sentences to the parts o f the introduction to which you feel they best correspond (if any).
2. When you are done, have your partner show you his/her color version.
3. Look at how the versions align. Describe:
a. How are your conceptions o f the argument different than your partner’s?
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b. How are the versions the same?
c. D o you feel that the introduction does a good job preparing the reader for the rest o f  
the essay? Are crucial points omitted, or minor points focused on for too long? 
Would you recommend revisions?
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